It doesn’t get much smarter than zero touch

Lenovo will configure, deliver, and deploy new Windows 10 PCs to your employees, wherever they’re working. And your IT team gets to be hands-off.

Microsoft Windows Autopilot preconfigures and provisions PCs to your corporate standards and policies. Windows Autopilot also speeds PC repurposing, making device reset and redeployment secure and simple.

Scale IT resources and reduce employee downtime

Zero-touch deployment is easy and efficient, saving your organization significant time and costs. And your employees get the convenience and security of PC shipment right to their door, reducing downtime.

Smarter deployment that’s secure by design

Lenovo Think family devices powered by the Intel vPro® platform deliver peace of mind.

Intel® Transparent Supply Chain and Intel® Trusted Device Setup ensure the integrity of smart components from source to factory to end user. It’s zero touch and zero stress, end to end — all under Lenovo’s ThinkShield portfolio. Lenovo is the first to bring these services to market.

Windows Autopilot...

- Joins your registered device to Azure AD and enrolls it in your MDM service
- Automatically implements user profile
- Uses the pre-installed OEM-optimized version of Windows 10 and applies your settings, policies, and apps (no reimaging needed)

Using Windows Autopilot, configuring and provisioning devices was reduced from 25 minutes per device to just seconds.

Easy for IT

1. Order preconfigured devices
2. Assign user profiles
3. Ship

Secure for end users

Ready: Unpack
Set: Log in
Go: Work

“We’ve reduced the user’s setup time by 90%.”

Sean MacDonald,
Principal Group Program Manager,
Microsoft CSEO

Windows 10

Lenovo recommends Windows 10 Pro for Business.